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Armstrong Introduces Integrated Downlighting Solutions For
WoodWorks® Ceiling Systems
Pre-engineered solutions from USAI® Lighting ensure flush fit between downlight
and ceiling panel for sleek visual

LANCASTER, Pa. – With the introduction of integrated downlighting solutions for its
WoodWorks® Ceiling Systems, Armstrong Ceiling & Wall Solutions is ensuring a flush fit
between the downlight and the ceiling panel for a sleek visual.
Pre-engineered downlight solutions from USAI® Lighting are certified for fit and finish and
seismically tested to work with Armstrong® WoodWorks Grille, WoodWorks Grille Tegular,
and WoodWorks Linear Solid Wood panels. Designed to sit flush with the face of the
ceiling panel, the downlight fixtures illuminate a space beautifully, while virtually
disappearing into the ceiling.
Available in two downlight styles, including USAI BeveLED Mini® for WoodWorks and
USAI Micro™ for WoodWorks, the fixtures are engineered and tested to integrate

seamlessly with standard Armstrong suspension systems and varying panel depths. They
are approved for use in all areas including seismic DEF zones.
Easy to Install, Field Modify, and Adjust
The downlights are suspended directly from the suspension system. There is no need for
independent support of the fixture or modification of the suspension system, which makes
them easy to install, field modify, and adjust.
“Standard products and routine installation mean short lead times and proven results,”
notes Susan Rhoades, Vice-President, Marketing, Armstrong Ceiling & Wall Solutions.
“Our collaboration with USAI Lighting expands our portfolio of integrated lighting options
for WoodWorks ceilings, providing appealing visuals while avoiding the additional time and
cost of custom solutions.”
“We have been working with Armstrong for several years creating highly-engineered
solutions for the ideal integration of lighting and ceilings – which means easy, beautiful,
and repeatable for specifiers and installers.” explains Bonnie Littman, President and CEO,
USAI Lighting, “We are thrilled to continue this path in innovation with the WoodWorks®
product family – removing all of the guesswork to design a precise fit between USAI light
fixtures and WoodWorks panels.”
For more information about integrated downlighting solutions for WoodWorks Ceiling
Systems, visit armstrongceilings.com.
About Armstrong World Industries
Armstrong World Industries, Inc. (AWI) is a leader in the design and manufacture of
innovative commercial and residential ceiling, wall and suspension system solutions in the
Americas. With over $1 billion in revenue in 2019, AWI has about 2,500 employees and a
manufacturing network of 13 facilities plus five plants dedicated to its WAVE joint venture.
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